Abstract-Based on the common interest of mobile users (MUs) in a social group, the dissemination of content across the social group is studied as a powerful supplement to conventional cellular communication with the goal of improving the delay performance of the content dissemination process. The content popularity is modeled by a Zipf distribution to characterize the MUs' different interests in different contents. The factor of altruism (FA) terminology is introduced for quantifying the willingness of content owners to share their content. We model the dissemination process of a specific packet by a pure-birth-based Markov chain and evaluate the statistical properties of both the network's dissemination delay as well as of the individual user-delay. Compared to the conventional base station (BS)-aided multicast, our scheme is capable of reducing the average dissemination delay by about 56.5%. Moreover, in contrast to the BS-aided multicast, increasing the number of MUs in the target social group is capable of reducing the average individual user-delay by 44.1% relying on our scheme. Furthermore, our scheme is more suitable for disseminating a popular piece of content.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and Related Works
A S a combination of social science and mobile networks, mobile social networks (MSNs) [1] are attracting an increasing attention across the research community. In the context of MSNs, mobile users (MUs) may form a social group in order to cooperatively disseminate the content of common interest. There are substantial contributions to the performance analysis of epidemic forwarding [2] in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). In the context of MANETs, a two-dimensional continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) was proposed in [3] for evaluating the performance of a heterogeneous MANETs. To a further advance, the authors of [4] derived a tight upper bound of the flooding time, which is defined as the number of time-steps required for broadcasting a message from a source node to all nodes. Furthermore, in [5] the end-to-end message delivery delay using an epidemic forwarding protocol was investigated theoretically in a composite twin-layer network, which includes a physical MANET and a virtual social network.
However, epidemic forwarding [6] is often criticised as being an end-to-end routing protocol, because it consumes substantial resources of the intermediate nodes, which might not be interested in the information to be relayed. However, if MUs can form a social group and request the content of common interest together, epidemic forwarding becomes an efficient way of cooperatively disseminating the content in the target social group 1 . Content dissemination in purely distributed opportunistic networks was investigated in [7] and [8] . Epidemic forwarding aided content dissemination was invoked in [7] , where the users share any content updates with others that they meet in order to improve the coverage quality and to increase the capacity. A socially-aware content placement algorithm was proposed in [8] for enhancing the opportunity of MUs to gain access to their contents of interest.
Some researches focused on a hybrid content dissemination approach. In [9] and [10] , the authors investigated how the content providers and network operators can interact for the sake of efficiently distributing the contents with the aid of a coalition game. At the time of writing, epidemic forwarding aided content dissemination is widely studied for the sake of offloading tele-traffic from cellular networks. In [11] , the authors proposed a framework for initial content-receiver selection in order to disseminate the content of common interest to as many subscribers as possible before interest in the content subsides. In [12] , where MUs were categorised into "helpers" and "subscribers", several algorithms were designed for solving the optimisation problem of offloading multiple types of contents from the cellular networks.
The above-mentioned contributions [2] - [12] focused their attention on user-encounter-based MANETs or 'large-scale MSNs', where the mobile nodes are sparsely distributed across a large area. Typically a rudimentary physical layer model is assumed, namely that if a pair of nodes enter each other's transmission range, the packet can be successfully delivered from the source to the target. Hence, the delivery delay is dominated by the inter-contact duration 2 of mobile nodes 1 Other MUs that do not belong to the target social group are not relied upon for assisting the content dissemination process. 2 In these treatises, the inter-contact duration of MUs is commonly assumed to obey an exponential distribution, which is demonstrated in [13] with the aid of artificial or synthetic mobility models and in [14] by realistic measured mobility traces.
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See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. [15] , rather than by the wireless signal propagation. Due to the underlying long inter-contact duration of the MUs, this user-encounter-based content dissemination is only capable of delivering delay-tolerant services in a large-scale area. As a result, the contributions of [2] - [12] belong to the category of delay-tolerant networks (DTNs). However, typically idealised simplifying assumptions are used in the literature of the DTN paradigm:
• The commonly assumed simplified physical layer model ignores the impact of transmit power, of the path-loss and of the multipath fading, etc.
• The cooperative user-encounter based content dissemination in DTNs is not suitable for delivering delay-sensitive services.
B. Motivations and Contributions
The conventional method of disseminating the delaysensitive content of common interest relies on BS-aided multicast, where the BS is the sole transmitter. Since the BS-aided multicast has to guarantee the quality of service (QoS) at every content requester, the capacity of multicast channels is predetermined by the worst channel amongst those connecting the BS to the content requesters. In this case, due to the time-variant nature of wireless channels, when the BS multicasts a packet, some MUs may receive it earlier than their less fortunate counterparts. Then, the successful receivers have to remain silent, because the BS would not multicast the second packet, before all the MUs successfully receive the current one.
In high-user-density scenarios, the MUs often share common interest in delay-sensitive content. For instance, the crowd participating in the inauguration of the new Pope share common interest in close-up video-clips of the Pope on the podium. Similarly, supporters in a football stadium share common interest in video-clips of a spectacular goal from different angles or in the score updates from another stadium, as exemplified by Fig. 1 . However, the conventional BS-aided multicast is an inefficient technique of disseminating the delay-sensitive content of common interest in these typical densely populated scenarios. The reason for this is two-fold:
• As the content requesters' density increases, the worst channel amongst those connecting the BS and the content requesters becomes even worse, which results in excessive dissemination delay [16] .
• Since the dissemination delay is increased, the BS is engaged in multicasting for a longer period, which further delays all other services. If local MUs form a social group for requesting the content of common interest from the BS together, local communications amongst MUs can be exploited for cooperatively multicasting the packets from the packet owners to the hitherto unserved MUs in the target social group 3 . The potential performance gain of this social group multicast aided content dissemination over the conventional BS-aided multicast arises from the following two benefits: • Relying on the cooperative multicast of the multiple packet owners results in rich cooperative diversity gains, which in turn improves the packet delivery performance.
• Activating direct transmissions amongst the MUs is capable of reducing the distance between a transmitter and receiver pair, which in turn reduces the path-loss-induced channel attenuation between them. Furthermore, since we offload the content dissemination task from the BS-aided multicast to the local communications amongst the social group members, the BS becomes capable of satisfying other communication demands, which consequently improves the efficiency of the BS's exploitation.
The size of the area covered by a social group should be carefully designed for different scenarios. If the area is as large as a macro-cell, cooperative user-encounter based communication amongst MUs is only suitable for disseminating delay-tolerant information, as we argued at the end of Section I-A. The best option for disseminating delay-sensitive information across a large area is that of classic BS-aided multicast. By contrast, if the area is relatively small, such as a circular area with a radius shorter than a hundred meters, which is comparable to the default transmission range of a MU 4 , communication efficiency between a transmitter and receiver pair is dominated by the wireless signal propagation properties, rather than by their inter-contact duration. Hence, social group aided cooperative multicast is capable of significantly reducing the delay of the conventional BS-aided multicast, as we emphasized at the beginning of Section I-B. This scenario is termed as a "small-scale MSN" [15] , where the channel attenuation factors dominate the associated delay characteristics [19] . Against this background, our novel contributions are as follows:
• A hybrid content dissemination approach is proposed, which relies both on BS-aided multicast [20] and on social group multicast aided content dissemination. This process is modelled by a pure-birth based Markov chain (PBMC). Various factors that might affect the performance of the content dissemination are accounted for, including the path-loss-induced channel attenuation, the multipath fading and the users' altruistic versus selfish behaviours, which distinguishes our work from the existing literature of DTNs.
• We model the popularity of different pieces of contents by a Zipf distribution, which affects the specific formation of a social group and hence influences the dissemination process of the content of common interest across the target social group.
• Considering a specific packet of the content of common interest, we analyse the statistical properties of the dissemination delay, which is the time from the BS's instant of multicasting a packet until all the MUs in the target social group receive this packet. We also analyse the individual user-delay, which is the time spanning from the BS multicasting a packet until a specific MU receives this packet.
• The advantages of our social group multicast aided content dissemination scheme over the conventional BSaided multicast are demonstrated by the mobility traces extracted from a realistic subway station scenario. Note that improving the network infrastructure in high-userdensity areas can certainly enhance the general communication experience of MUs, when supporting phone calls, texts, emails and basic data services. However, it may constitute an inefficient technique of disseminating the content of common interest. It may also be an unwise investment for the network operators, since people often temporarily get together for attending social events. Hence, improving the infrastructure capacity may be wasteful. By contrast, our social group multicast scheme constitutes a more economical and flexible solution for disseminating the content of common interest amongst the social group members, which is based on direct communications between the social group members. We will demonstrate that our social group multicast aided scheme outperforms the BS-aided multicast in terms of disseminating the popular content of common interest in high-user-density areas.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, our system model is introduced. In Section III, we analyse the delay metrics. Furthermore, the exact closed-form formulas are derived for two special cases in Section IV. Our numerical results are provided in Section V. Finally, we conclude in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW Similar to the BS-controlled device-to-device communication services of the LTE network [21] , our system operates by obeying a centralised-control regime combined with a decentralised-transmission paradigm 5 , where the BS acts as a centralised controller in order to support the functions of synchronisation 6 , of social group formation as well as of coordination and resource allocation for multiple content owners etc. By contrast, the information transmission is carried out by direct communications between a transmitter and receiver pair. 
A. Content Popularity and Social Group Formation
The interest of a MU in a specific piece of content C i may be modelled by the probability Pr(C i ) of this MU requesting C i from the BS. Having a higher request probability Pr(C i ) indicates that the MU is more interested in the content C i . The statistical analysis of the realistic video viewing behaviours exhibited by YouTube users revealed that a small fraction of popular contents attract the interest of a large fraction of users [23] , [24] . Furthermore, the request probabilities of a set of ranked contents, say {C i |i = 1, . . . , M}, may be modelled by a Zipf distribution [25] , [26] . Here M is the number of contents studied and the subscript i represents the particular position of C i in the popularity list. A smaller integer subscript i indicates that the content is more popular and hence it is likely to be requested more frequently. Therefore, the probability of the piece of content C i being requested is expressed as
where α is a predefined exponent. Having a higher value of α results in more intense interests in the top-ranked pieces of contents, as shown in TABLE I. Assuming that we have N MUs within the area studied, these MUs independently request one piece of contents from the set {C i |i = 1, . . . , M} with the corresponding probability defined in (1) . The MUs requesting the same content C i form a social group G i in order to cooperatively disseminate the content of common interest across the social group. Hence, the size of the social group G i requesting the same content C i obeys a Binomial distribution, which is denoted as
In order to exclude the case of |G| = 0, we adjust the probability mass function (pmf) 7 of |G i |, which is expressed as
where N is the specific size of the social group G i . As a result, the average P(C i ) of a specific delay metric associated with disseminating the content C i across the social group G i , whose size is an adjusted-Binomially distributed random variable, can be expressed as
where P(|G i | = N ) is a delay metric, which is a function of the deterministic social group size |G i | = N . Given the social group size N , in Section III, we will derive various delay metrics that can replace P(|G i | = N ) in (3) in order to evaluate the impact of content popularity on the content dissemination performance.
To sum up, we assume that N MUs form a social group in order to request the content of common interest from a BS, as shown in Fig. 1 . The formation of a social group depends on the following conditions:
• MUs share the same interest in a given piece of content;
• The content of common interest is of delay-sensitive nature; • MUs roam in a bounded area having a relatively small size and they are geographically close to each other.
B. Network Layer
In order to disseminate the content of common interest across a social group, the BS creates a specific queue for buffering all the packets of the requested content and prepares for disseminating these packets one by one, as described below.
Firstly, the BSs are employed for repeatedly multicasting the packet currently at the head of the buffer, until at least one of the MUs in the target social group successfully receives it. Then, this packet is cooperatively disseminated across the social group using multicast techniques.
During the dissemination process, after successfully receiving the packet, the packet owners (POs) may make their decisions independently as to whether they would or would not forward the packet during the following stage of the dissemination, as shown in Fig. 2 . Once some POs decided to further forward the packet, they would repeatedly multicast it until at least one unserved MU in the target social group successfully receives it. Afterwards, the new POs join the original PO set. Both the new POs and the original POs make new packet forwarding decisions again for the subsequent stage of dissemination. The probability of a PO willing to forward the packet is denoted as q (0 ≤ q ≤ 1), which is termed as the Factor of Altruism (FA). At a given instant, there might not be any POs willing to further forward the packet. As a result, the unserved MUs in the target social group have to receive the packet directly from the BS. Similarly, the BS repeatedly multicasts the packet until at least one unserved MU in the target social group receives it.
During the content dissemination process, similar to the conventional BS-aided multicast, the BS keeps a specific packet at the head of the buffer, until all the MUs in the target social group successfully receive it. Then the packet is dropped from the buffer and the BS is ready to disseminate the subsequent one.
C. Physical (PHY) Layer
In the PHY layer, the radio propagation between any pair of transmitter and receiver is assumed to experience uncorrelated stationary Rayleigh flat-fading. Hence, the square of the fading amplitudes |h l (t)| 2 during the t th time slot (TS) obeys an exponential distribution having a unity mean, whose tail distribution 
Given an arbitrary distance y l in meters, the path loss (PL) l is expressed as [27] :
where c is the speed of light and f c is the carrier frequency, whereas κ is the PL exponent and d 0 is the distance from the transmitter to the 'near-field' edge. The random distance Y l is determined by the mobility pattern of the MUs in the target social group. The following mobility model is invoked for our performance analysis:
Definition 1 (Uniform mobility model): The position of the i th MU during the t th time interval is denoted by P i (t), which obeys a stationary and ergodic process having a uniform distribution in the area considered. Moreover, the positions of different MUs are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.).
This mobility model has been widely adopted for the performance analysis of MANETs [28] , [29] . Let the probability density function (pdf) of the random distance Y l between any two MUs be denoted by f Y l (y l ). Our forthcoming performance analysis is applicable not only to the uniform mobility model, but to any arbitrary mobility model.
Note that, the index l in the formulas is a generic subscript, which represents 'b' when the BS is the transmitter, while it represents 's' when a MU is the transmitter. In the rest of the paper, 'l', 'b' and 's' hold the same meaning.
D. Medium-Access-Control (MAC) Layer
During a TS, a packet of the content is assumed to be successfully received by a MU, provided that the instantaneous received signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) is higher than a predefined threshold γ [30] . In order to avoid collisions amongst multiple transmitters, orthogonal-frequency-divisionmultiple-access (OFDMA) or code-division-multiple-access (CDMA) may be invoked for allocating each transmitter an orthogonal channel. We denote the successful packet reception probability (SPRP) of a link as μ l (y l ). By jointly considering the PHY layer model, the SPRP is derived as
where P t x l is the corresponding transmit power and N 0 W l is the noise power in a communication bandwidth W l . Given the pdf f Y l (y l ) of the random distance Y l , the average SPRP μ l of a link is derived as
Substituting the corresponding parameters and the pdf of the random distance into (6), we can obtain the average SPRP μ s between a pair of MUs and μ b between the BS and a MU. Moreover, the following lemma is proposed for our further analysis:
Lemma 1: Given the average SPRP μ l of a link during a TS, the average SPRP during a sufficiently short time interval t ( t 1 TS) is approximately μ l t. Proof: The proof can be found in Appendix A. Note that the SPRP also represents the normalized throughput, whose unit is packet/TS [30] . In more details, μ l indicates that μ l packets in average can be successfully received during a TS. Therefore, during t (≤ 1) TS, only μ l t packets in average can be successfully received.
III. DELAY ANALYSIS OF THE PACKET DISSEMINATION
In this section, various delay metrics of the packet dissemination process are derived with respect to a specific group size N . These metrics may replace the performance function P(|G i | = N ) in (3) in order to characterize the average performance as a function of the content popularity.
A. Pure Birth Markov Chain (PBMC)
Let us assume that there are N MUs in a considered social group. During the process of packet dissemination across the target social group, the number of POs steadily increases until all the N social group members successfully receive the packet of common interest. Hence, the packet dissemination process can be modelled by a discrete-time PBMC having (N + 1) states, as shown in Fig. 3 . In this PBMC, the states represent the corresponding numbers of POs having received the packet. State transition only occurs from a lower-indexed state to a higher-indexed one. Specifically, the state transition emerges from state 0, which represents the initial stage of the BS-aided multicast, and terminates in state N , which indicates that all the N MUs in the target social group have received the desired packet.
Let us first consider the general transition probability from state k to state (k + m), where we have 1 ≤ k ≤ (N − 1) and 0 ≤ m ≤ (N − k). In the light of the selfish user-behaviour considered, we assume that only n k , 1 ≤ n k ≤ k, POs are willing to further disseminate the packet at the current stage. Therefore, any unserved MU out of the (N − k) unserved ones is connected to the n k POs by n k wireless links, and any of these links has the probability of μ s t to successfully deliver the packet during the time interval t according to Lemma 1. As a result, given that n k POs independently deliver their packets to the same target, the SPRP of an unserved MU is expressed
Furthermore, the state transition probability p k,k+m|n k =0 , which is also the probability of m out of the (N − k) unserved MUs successfully receiving the packet during the current time interval t, can be expressed as
According to (7), the state transition probability p k,k+m|n k =0 has the same growth rate as μ m s t m . Hence, the adjacent-state transition probability p k,k+1|n k =0 of traversing from state k to state (k + 1) has the same growth rate as μ s t. Substituting m = 1 into (7), p k,k+1|n k =0 can be expressed as The terms in the square brackets of (8) 
Similarly, when μ s t is close to zero, p k,k+m|n k =0 associated with m ≥ 2 in (7) can be approximated as p k,k+m|n k =0 ≈ 0. Moreover, substituting m = 0 into (7), we obtain the probability of the PBMC sojourning in the current state k after the time interval t, which is p k,k|n k =0 = (1 − μ s t) n k (N −k) . Again, when μ s t is very close to zero, p k,k|n k =0 can be approximated as
Another scenario is that no POs are willing to forward the packet, corresponding to the case n k = 0. Then the (N − k) unserved MUs have to receive the packet directly from the BS. Similarly, we can also demonstrate
According to the PHY layer parameters in TABLE II, we plot the state transition probabilities for state k = 50 and for state k = 0, respectively, in Fig. 4 . We observe from Fig. 4 that the state transition probabilities of p k,k+m and p 0,m for m ≥ 2 are negligibly low, which demonstrates the high accuracy of the above approximations involved.
Therefore, assuming a sufficiently short time interval t, only adjacent-state transitions occur during the process modelled by the discrete-time PBMC, as shown in Fig. 3 .
B. Delay of State Transition
In order to study the delay statistics of disseminating a specific packet, we need to know the specific delay that the PBMC spends in a particular state, which is termed as the state transition delay. As a result, the following lemma may be formulated:
Lemma 2: Given the state transition probability μ k t from the current state k to state (k + 1), the transition delay from state k to state (k + 1) obeys the exponential distribution with a mean of 1/ μ k TS, provided that t is sufficiently small. Here, μ k is termed as the transition rate.
Proof: The proof can be found in Appendix B. Based on Lemma 2, the discrete-time PBMC seen in Fig. 3 can be further simplified to a continuous-time PBMC, which only has adjacent-state transitions. The transition rate of this continuous-time PBMC can be shown to be p k,k+1 / t, where p k,k+1 is the adjacent-state transition probability derived in Section III-A.
Let us first consider the delay T k of the transition from state k to (k + 1), when k ≥ 1. Since each PO has a probability q of forwarding the packet, in the current state k, the number n k (0 ≤ n k ≤ k) of POs willing to forward the packet obeys a Binomial distribution having a pair of parameters k and q, whose pmf is given by [31] 
For the case of n k = 0, we have p k,k+1|n k =0 ≈ n k (N − k)μ s t. According to Lemma 2, the delay T k of the transition from state k to state (k + 1) obeys an exponential distribution having a rate of n k (N − k)μ s = n k μ s,k , where μ s,k = (N − k)μ s . Hence, when n k = 0, the conditional pdf, the mean and the second moment of T k may be formulated as
For the case of n k = 0, we have p k,k+1|n k =0 ≈ (N − k)μ b t, as the MUs in the target social group have to receive the packet from the BS. According to Lemma 2, the delay T k of the transition from state k to (k + 1) obeys an exponential distribution having a rate of μ b,k = (N − k)μ b . Hence, given n k = 0, the conditional pdf, the mean and the second moment of T k are derived as
According to the classic Bayesian principle [31] , the pdf of T k may be expressed as
Moreover, the mean of T k is formulated as
where E[T k,b ] represents the average duration of the BS-aided multicasting invoked during the transition from state k to state (k + 1), where E[T k,s ] is the average duration of the social group multicasting during this state transition. Furthermore, the second moment of T k is formulated as
From (17) and (18), we can also derive the variance of T k by using the formula of V ar [T k 
Furthermore, we may simply derive the pdf, the mean and the second moment of the transition delay T 0 from state 0 to state 1 by substituting k = 0 in (13), (14) , and (15), respectively.
C. Dissemination Delay
Since the delay of the transition from a state to its successor is independent of any other state transition's delay, and given that the dissemination delay across the target social group is defined as T D = N −1 k=0 T k , the mean of T D can be expressed as
while the variance of T D can be formulated as V ar [T D 
There is no exact closed-form tdf for the dissemination delay T D in this general case. However, given its mean and variance, we may approximate it as a random variable obeying the Gamma distribution, which is usually more accurate than its Gaussian counterpart, when non-negative random variables are concerned [32] . According to the theory of the Gamma distribution [33] , it is uniquely and unambiguously described by its 
The accuracy of (20) will be verified by the Monte-Carlo simulation in Section V.
D. Individual User-Delay
A specific MU A in the target social group may receive the packet at any state spanning from 1 to N during the process of state transitions. When considering the transition from state (k − 1) to k (1 ≤ k ≤ N ), any of the (N − k + 1) unserved MUs may successfully receive the packet with a probability of 1/(N − k + 1), and may not receive it with a probability of (N − k)/(N − k + 1). Specifically, the probability of A receiving the packet in state k, which naturally implies that A has not received the packets at any of the previous states, may be expressed as
Hence, given that A receives the packet in state k, the individual user-delay of A is expressed as T A|k = k−1 j=0 T k and the conditional pdf of T A|k is expressed as f T A |k (t A ) = f T 0 +···+T k−1 (t A ). According to the Bayesian principle [31] , the pdf of the individual user-delay T A can be expressed as:
Furthermore, owing to the fact that {T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T k−1 } are independent of each other, the average of T A can be obtained as
where E T k−1 is given by (17) . Furthermore, the second moment of T A is given by
where (20), we may obtain the approximate probability of T A exceeding threshold D th .
IV. DELAY METRICS FOR SPECIAL CASES
A. Case 1: Conventional BS-Aided Multicast (q = 0)
In this pessimistic case, all the MUs in the target social group are selfish during the packet dissemination process. Hence, the BS has to disseminate the packet to all the MUs in the target social group.
1) Dissemination Delay:
When FA is q = 0, according to Eqs. (13)∼ (15) in Section III-B, the state transition delays {T k , k = 0, 1, . . . , (N − 1)} are the independent exponentially distributed variables associated with the rates of [34] . Furthermore, since the rates of {T k , k = 0, 1, . . . , (N − 1)} are different from each other, the pdf of T D can be expressed as
In order to derive the probability of T D exceeding a given threshold D th , we integrate the above pdf f T D |q=0 (t D ) over the region [D th , ∞), which is expressed as
2) Individual User-Delay: When the FA is q = 0, the individual user-delay is solely determined by the quality of the wireless link connecting the MU A to the BS. As a result, according to Lemma 2, the individual user-delay T A obeys an exponential distribution having a mean of 1/μ b . Furthermore, the probability of T A exceeding a given threshold D th is derived as Pr(T A > D th |q = 0) = exp(−μ b D th ).
B. Case 2: Fully Altruistic Behaviours (q = 1)
In this optimistic scenario, all the MUs in the target social group are completely altruistic. Since there are always some POs willing to forward the packet during the dissemination process, the BS is not invoked for multicasting the packet any more, once some of the MUs have initially received it from the BS.
1) Dissemination Delay:
When the FA is q = 1, by substituting n k = k into Eqs. (10) [35] . As a result, when q = 1, the transition rate matrix of the PBMC is expressed as
where Q is a (N × N )-element matrix containing all the transition rates between transient states, Q 0 is a (N × 1) column vector containing all the transition rates from transient states to the absorbing state N , whose last entry is μ N −1 and finally, the remaining entries are all zeros. As shown in Fig.3 , the packet dissemination process starts from the initial state 0. Thus, the probability of T D exceeding a given threshold D th is expressed as
Note that in (28) , the (N × 1) column vector τ k+1 (0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1), whose (k + 1)th entry is one but all the others are zeros, indicates that the PBMC starts at state k, while the (N × 1) column vector 1 k+1 , whose first (k + 1) entries are ones and the remaining entries are zeros, indicates that the PBMC process is absorbed at state (k + 1). The proof of (28) can be found in [36] .
2) Individual User-Delay: Given an event that the MU A successfully receives the packet at state (k + 1) (0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1), the PBMC used for modelling the packet dissemination in Fig.3 is considered to be terminated at state (k + 1). According to the physical meaning of both τ k+1 and 1 k+1 , similar to (28), the probability of T A exceeding the threshold D th , given that A receives the desired packet at state (k + 1) for (0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1), is expressed as
Since we have already derived the probability of p k+1 = 1/N that A receives the packet at state (k + 1) in (21), according to the Bayesian principle [31] , the probability of T A exceeding the threshold D th is derived as
where η = (N , N − 1, . . . , 1) T is a (N × 1) column vector.
C. Case 3: Moderately Altruistic Behaviours (q = 0.5)
Unfortunately, we are unable to derive the exact tdf for the scenario, when the FA is set to q = 0.5. However, we are still able to offer some interesting insights concerning the delay metrics of this specific case. Substituting q = 0.5 into the second term of (17), the average duration of the social group multicast process during the transition from state k to (k + 1) for k ≥ 1 can be given by
According to Eq.(68.1) of [33] , we arrive at the following lower bound for E[T k,s |q = 0.5], which is expressed as:
Similarly, substituting q = 1.0 into the second term of (17), the corresponding formula of E[T k,s |q = 1.0] for this fully altruistic behaviour may be expressed as E[T k,s |q = 1.0] = 1/(kμ s,k ). As a result, the ratio R k,s of these two expressions can be formulated as
In the ideal scenario, when k tends to infinity, this ratio can be expressed as lim k→∞ R k,s > 2. Since the lower bound derived in (32) is very tight 8 , we can summarise that by assuming moderately altruistic behaviours, the average duration of the social group multicasting during the transition from state k to (k + 1) is twice that of the fully altruistic scenario, provided that k is sufficiently high. Let us now demonstrate the tightness of the lower bound (32) in terms of the average dissemination delay. Substituting (32) into (19) , the lower bound of the average dissemination delay 
When we compute the exact result of E[T D |q = 0.5], which is represented by the first line of (34), and its lower bound, which is quantified by the second line of (34), then for a large social group size N , such as N = 50∼200, using a set of other related parameters in line with those of Fig. 6 , the root-mean-squaredeviation (RMSD) of these two sets of results can be shown to be 0.094 TS. Hence, we can claim that for a large social group size, which represents our densely populated scenario, the lower bound expressed in (34) can be regarded as an approximate result of E[T D |q = 0.5]. Furthermore, the tightness of the lower bound derived in (33) can also be readily demonstrated. Similarly, with the aid of (32), we can also obtain the lower bound for the average individual user-delay E(T A |q = 0.5).
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The parameters of the PHY layer are presented in TABLE II. The specific parameters used for transmissions from the BS to the MUs are in line with FDD-LTE standard 9 , while the transmission parameters between the MUs are in line with the commonly used 802.11 protocol [18] .
As shown in Fig. 5 , we assume that all MUs in the target social group roam in a circular area having a radius of r = 40 m by obeying the uniform mobility model. The BS is d = 200 m away from the centre of the circular area. In this scenario, the pdf f Y s (y s ) of the distance between a pair of MUs is given by Eq. (23) of [38] , and f Y b (y b ) between the BS and a MU can be found in our technical report [39] . Substituting f Y s (y s ) and f Y b (y b ) into (6), alongside the parameters offered in TABLE II, we may obtain the average SPRP μ s and μ b , which further lead us to the analytical (ana) results for the various metrics. If we let q = 0 in our model, the corresponding analytical results are derived for conventional BS-aided multicast.
In order to obtain a reliable statistical characterization of the simulation performance (sim), we repeatedly run Monte-Carlo simulations 10 000 times and set the time-interval of our system to be t = 0.001 TS, where a TS can be considered as a packet duration. All the delay related metrics are evaluated by the number of TSs. In the numerical results of Figs. 6-8, we study the impact of the social group size N on the delay metrics of the packet dissemination process without considering any specific content popularity.
A. Delay Metrics for Uniform Mobility Model
As shown in Fig. 6 , when FA = 0, the average dissemination delay firstly increases, as the number of MUs is increased. When only a few MUs are in the target social group, a longer period is required for disseminating the packet to all of the group members due to the increasing content demand of the unserved MUs. However, by further increasing the number of MUs, the diversity gain incurred by the cooperation of the multiple multicasters becomes sufficiently high to mitigate the adverse effect of the increasing content demand. As a result, we observe that the average dissemination delay decays after reaching its peak, as the number of MUs is further increased. For example, for FA = 0.2, the delay is reduced by 53.5%, as the number of MUs is increased from N = 20 to 60. Furthermore, a higher FA incurs a lower delay, since more POs are willing to forward the packet after they successfully receive it. For example, for N = 20, the average dissemination delay is reduced by 75.4%, as the FA is increased from 0.2 to 1. By contrast, when FA = 0, the conventional BS-aided multicast technique is invoked. However, as the number of the MUs increases, the average dissemination delay also increases. We observe from Fig. 6 that our approach is capable of reducing the average dissemination delay of the conventional BS-aided multicast by 56.5% for N = 80, when a small FA value of 0.2 is assumed.
As shown in Fig. 7 , when only a few MUs are in the target social group and the FA is non-zero, due to the users' selfishness, fewer than two POs are willing to forward the packet during the dissemination process. Therefore, we observe from Fig. 7 that the average individual user-delay initially increases, because it does not benefit from any diversity gain. However, as we further increase the number of MUs, an increasing number of POs become willing to forward the packet, which substantially reduces the average individual user-delay, as observed from Fig. 7 . For example, for FA = 0.2, the average individual user-delay is reduced by 44.1%, as the number of MUs is increased from N = 20 to 60. Nevertheless, when the conventional BS-aided multicast is invoked, the average individual user-delay, which only relies on the link connecting this specific MU to the BS, remains near-constant at 2.95 TS, as the number of MUs increases. Furthermore, the average individual user-delay is improved, when we increase the value of the FA. For example, given N = 20 MUs in the target social group, the average individual user-delay is reduced by 60.6%, as the FA is increased from 0.2 to 1.0. Additionally, given N = 80 MUs in the target social group, the average individual user-delay drops from 2.95 TS to 1.3 TS, comparing the conventional BS-aided multicast to our approach associated with FA = 0.5.
Observe in Fig. 8(a) that the probability of the dissemination delay exceeding a threshold of D th = 6 TS reduces upon increasing the transmit power of each MU. By contrast, as portrayed in Fig. 8(b) , the probability of the individual userdelay exceeding the same threshold increases upon increasing the SNR threshold to be exceeded for ensuring successful packet reception. Our Gamma-distribution-based approximations match the simulation results.
Then, we study the average dissemination delay as a function of the specific popularity of the pieces of contents in Fig. 9 . Observe from Fig. 9 that as a piece of contents becomes less popular, the average dissemination delay of our scheme increases, when we have a moderate degree of altruism associated with FA = 0.5. When a piece of content is less popular, fewer MUs may request this content, hence the resultant smaller social group fails to provide sufficient cooperative multicast opportunities for rapidly disseminating the packet across the social group. By contrast, since a less popular piece of contents results in a lower content demand, the average dissemination delay of the BS-aided multicast reduces, as the content becomes less popular. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 9 , our scheme associated with FA = 0.5 outperforms the conventional BS-aided multicast in terms of its delay of disseminating the most popular content. Nevertheless, the BS-adied multicast is more suitable for disseminating the less popular pieces of contents.
B. Investigations Using Real Mobility Traces
Let us now study the content dissemination performance in a densely-populated subway station scenario [40] . The mobility traces for this scenario can be downloaded from the CRAWDAD database 10 . The active area in this scenario is 10 http://crawdad.cs.dartmouth.edu/kth/walkers/ 1921 m 2 . After analysing the mobility traces, the centre O of the active area is found to be at the coordinates of (44, 30.55) m, as shown in Fig. 10 . In our simulations, we placed the BS at the point (−156, 30.55) m, which is 200 m away from the centre of the subway station. Since the MUs arrive/depart either through the entrances or during the arrival/departure of trains, the number of MUs is dynamic during the simulation time. As a result, we cannot readily obtain the dissemination delay in this scenario. However, we are still able to evaluate the individual user-delay, when our content dissemination scheme and conventional BS-aided multicast scheme are invoked. Again, the physical layer parameters are summarised in TABLE II. Since the positions of the MUs are captured every 0.6 s in this mobility trace, in our simulations we set the basic time interval of t = 0.6 s as a single TS, which can be considered as a packet's duration. Then the delay was evaluated in terms of the number of TSs.
We first assume that all the MUs in the subway station form a large social group in order to download the train schedule of common interest. Observe from Fig. 11 that for the cases of P t x s = 0 dBm and P t x s = 5 dBm, the average individual userdelay is reduced, as we increase the FA from 0.0 to 1.0. For P t x s = −5 dBm, when FA is increased from 0.0 to 0.1, we observe an increasing average individual user-delay. This is because the SPRP between the MUs is low and also, because fewer POs are willing to forward the packet. As FA becomes higher, more POs may join to assist the packet dissemination process, which significantly reduces the average individual user-delay. Specifically, when FA = 0, conventional BS-aided multicast is invoked for disseminating the packets. For P t x s = 0 or 5 dBm, if the MUs become only modestly altruistic, say we have FA = 0.1, our content dissemination scheme outperforms the conventional BS-aided multicast. For P t x s = −5 dBm, our scheme starts to outperform the classic BS-aided multicast, provided that FA is higher than 0.4.
We then study the impact of the specific content popularity on the average individual user-delay in a subway station. Observe from Fig. 12 that when disseminating the most popular content in the subway station, our dissemination scheme associated with FA = 0.5 outperforms the conventional BS-aided multicast. However, the BS-aided multicast is more suitable for disseminating less popular content in this scenario. The reason behind this trend is the same as that associated with Fig. 9 .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a social group multicast aided content dissemination scheme as a supplement to the conventional cellular system. The content popularity is modelled by a Zipf distribution and the concept of FA was introduced for the sake of quantifying the probability of a PO forwarding a packet of the content of common interest. In our scheme, the BSs are invoked for multicasting the packet at the initial stage, as well as when no POs are willing to share the packet with others. By modelling the packet dissemination process as a PBMC, closed-form expressions were derived for the statistical properties of the various delay metrics. We demonstrated that our approach outperforms the conventional BS-adied multicast in terms of both the dissemination delay and the individual-user delay, especially when the density of MUs in a target group is high. Furthermore, we found that our approach is more suitable for disseminating a more popular content. By contrast, the conventional BS-aided multicast performs better for disseminating a less popular content. APPENDIX A THE PROOF OF LEMMA 1
As shown in Fig. 13 , a TS is divided into M sub-TSs, each of which has a duration of t = 1/M TS. We assume that the SPRP in a sub-TS is ν i . As a result, given the SPRP μ i in a TS, we may derive the relation between μ i and ν i , which is expressed as
Rewriting the above expression, we obtain
where the second equality is derived according to t = 1/M TS. If we expand (1 − μ i ) t according to the Taylor series, we have
where O(μ 2 i ) is the infinitesimal by small quantity on the same order as μ 2 i . Substituting the above equation into (36), we have
According to our experiments, if we vary μ i from 0 to 0.8, the root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) between the exact ν i given by (36) and the approximated ν i given by (38) is 9.45 × 10 −4 . As a result, it is reasonable to claim that ν i ≈ μ i t.
APPENDIX B THE PROOF OF LEMMA 2
During a time interval t, the PBMC may transit from state k to (k + 1) with a probability of μ k t. Naturally, the successful state transition first occurring during the (M k = m k )-th t interval obeys a geometric distribution. According to the PMF of a geometric distribution having a parameter of μ k t, we arrive at:
The continuous-valued delay of the adjacent-state transition is denoted as T k = M k t, which is associated with a specific value of t k = m k t. Hence, we may derive the pdf of T k as:
where the last two lines are derived based on lim t→0 μ k t = 1 − e − μ k t and m k = t k / t, respectively.
